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Abstract
It is suggested that within the effective potential approach, convex-
ity and spontaneous symmetry breaking(SSB) make the Higgs bosons
bizarre and experimentally nonexistent, a possible resolution of the
Higgs puzzle. This observation might have quite some nontrivial con-
sequences for the Standard Model (SM) and particle physics.
PACS number(s): 11.30.Qc;12.10.Dm;14.80.Bn;14.80.Cp.
By now, the experimentally nonexistence of Higgs particles predicted by
the SM has become a puzzle in spite that the SM has been deemed as well
established by the community of high energy physics (HEP), especially given
that the estimated mass range of Higgs bosons has already become accessible
[1]. There can be found a number of attempts to explain this puzzling situa-
tion. There is even modeling work trying to provide masses for intermediate
gauge bosons without introducing Higgs model [2].
In this report, We attempt to suggest an alternative way of looking at
this problem still within the SM theory. We will adopt the eective potential
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(EFP) approach [3] which is well known as a useful tool for studying SSB
[4].
Before starting our main arguments, we need to make some remarks on
the EFP that is also known as the generating functional for one-particle-
irreducible(1PI) Green function(Gf)s [3].
It is known that the full EFP is real and convex for any QFT within which
it can be consistently dened [5]. However, due to UV divergences, one might
wonder if renormalization could violate the convexity and there has been a
lot of literature investigating this impact [6, 7, 8]. We will follow the standard
point of view that renormalization would not aect the convexity provided it
is appropriately done [6]. In fact, if one would adopt the underlying theory
approach recently proposed by the author to deal with the unphysical UV
innities [9], the convexity would naturally follow from that given by the
postulated well dened underlying theory or equivalently from the consistent
denitions of the radiatively arised constants (the explicit demonstration of
this point will be given in a more detailed report [10]).
Another issue related is that in practical calculations people often ar-
rive at nonconvex and/or complex eective potentials, which seems to be in
conflict with the above assertions. This puzzle has been clearly resolved by
Dannenberg [7] and Sher [8] that nonconvexity and/or complexness in fact
arises from perturbative truncation or any form of nonperturbative approx-
imation in practical calculations while only the full EFP is always real and
convex no matter what shape the classical potential, convex or not (even with
the convex classical potential there can be nonconvex approximate eective
potential, see Ref. [11] for an example). Thus convexity is a property for
EFP only after all the quantum corrections have been included. Of course
all the above assertions are meaningful only when the EFP approach can
be consistently dened with a QFT [12]. Some physicists may dislike the
convexity property due to the absurdity it brought about, however, we will
shortly show that as long as the EFP can be dened convexity can provide us
quite a chance to arrive at scenario very dierent from the standard claims.
In the following we will assume that the full eective potential can be
consistently dened in the theories that interest us and that it is real and
convex. It suces for our purpose to focus on the Higgs sector ( we will not
specify the space-time dimension as our arguments here do not depend upon
it) [13] with the other sectors having been integrated out. Then denoting
the full EFP by Ueff(φ) for the Higgs model (whatever kind, fundamental or
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composite, as long as the EFP can be consistently dened for the sector), its
convexity is expressed by the following inequality,
∂φi∂φjUeff(φ) ≥ 0, i, j = 1, · · · , N (1)
where φ(= (φi)) refers to the vacuum expectation values of the scalar elds
as a vector in the N-flavor space in the Higgs model whose flavor space
symmetry is spontaneously broken. That is, Ueff (φ) is invariant under the
action of the symmetry group Gflavor while the vacuum state |0〉 is not,
U^(g)|0〉 6= |0〉 , g ∈ Gflavor (2)
with U^(g) denoting the unitary representation of the group Gflavor in QFT
and φvac = 〈0|φ^|0〉( 6= 0) minimizes Ueff (φ):
∂φiUeff (φ) = 0, ∂φi∂φjUeff (φ) ≥ 0 (3)
in a small neighborhood of φvac, or equivalently
Ueff (φ) ≥ Ueff (φvac), ∀φ (4)
while the degeneracy of the vacuum state indicates the existence of Goldstone
modes [14].
Now combining Eqs. (3),(4) and (1), we are forced to conclude that the
EFP must have a flat bottom, i.e.,
Ueff(φ) ≡ Ueff(φvac), ∀φ ∈ A := {φ : |φ| ≤ |φvac|}. (5)
Then obviously,
Γi1in := ∂φi1 · · ·∂φin Ueff(φ) ≡ 0, ∀n ≥ 1, φ ∈ A0 := {φ : |φ| < |φvac|} (6)
while Γi1in could not vanish identically when φ does not belong to the set
A0{including the vacuum state. Since we know that at least at the classical
limit the EFP should have a positive two-point 1PI Gf{the would-be eective







fact in turn implies that the higher order(≥ 3) derivatives of the EFP with
respect to φ can NOT be analytical functions at the vacuum state. Thus we
arrive at
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Proposition I The full effective potential for Higgs model could not be
expanded into analytical Taylor series around the vacuum state or any state
degenerate with the vacuum.
Since the EFP is at the same time the 1PI Gf generating functional, the
eective interactions can be found as various partial derivatives of the EFP
W.R.T. the components of φ. Then it follows immediately that excluding
the gravitational interaction the sector dened by the set A0 is a totally free
sector without any massive state and each state (modulo degeneracy) in this
sector is totally isolated with any other one (including states beyond A0)
due to the absence of dynamical transformation in this sector. Of course SM
could not stand on any state in this strange sector but only be established on
the physical vacuum state φvac that also could not transit into the A
0 sector.
Back to our main track, from Proposition I and the discussions above, we
can not obtain the following Taylor expansion:
Ueff(φvac + δφ) = Ueff (φvac) +
1
2
(M2H(φvac))ij(δφ)i(δφ)j + R(δφ) (7)
with |δφ|/|φvac| being suciently small, (M2H(φvac))ij := ∂φi∂φjUeff
∣∣∣
φ=φvac
and R(· · ·) denotes the residual terms that are even smaller comparing to
the second mass term. The reason is that the eective mass matrix for Higgs
modes is discontinuous at φ = φvac,
(M2H(φ
−
vac))ij(≡ 0) 6= (M2H(φ+vac))ij(> 0) (8)
and hence the residual term in the Taylor expansion is in fact out of control.
This fact can destroy any attempt for dening the usual (Fock) scattering
states that are asymptotically free for Higgs elds in any QFT (with Higgs
sector) in which the EFP approach is consistent. That is,
Proposition II The Higgs modes, for which the usual asymptotic
Fock states can not be defined for the full theory, could not be described
by the normal particle concept and hence it is impossible to identify them
experimentally as normal particles like leptons, hadrons, intermediate gauge
bosons (W+, W−, Z), etc.
Proposition II is just our tentative proposal for the resolution of the Higgs
puzzle.
The Higgs modes are by themselves bizarre objects or quanta. We do not
attribute the bizarreness to the convexity of EFP as it is a natural property
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for any QFT in which EFP can be consistently dened. We feel that it is in
fact the SSB that makes the Higgs modes so abnormal. Of course, it can be
implied from the above conclusion that the quantum fluctuations in a QFT
with Higgs sector would be quite dierent from the ones without SSB. There
must be some unknown microscopic dynamical mechanisms that lead to SSB
and the bizarre "connement" of Higgs "particles" as well as the appearance
of the A0 subsector that is totally free and isolated from the known particle
physics barring gravitation interaction.
One might doubt the use of EFP in this way. To be more conservative,
we suggest that the Higgs sector might be more freak than conventionally
thought and deserves further and closer investigations. It will also contribute
to our further understanding of quantum mechanics and quantum eld the-
ory.
We need to note that though the Higgs modes do not like to show up
normally they are actively participating all the relevant particle processes
and reactions in the intermediate stages (the virtual quantum fluctuations).
Maybe their contributions to the physical world were "appropriated" by the
other particles that nally come into "our macroscopic sights".
Before closing we would like to mention that the triviality problem [15]
associated with the scalar Higgs model does not aect our arguments here at
all. This is because we need not here assume that Higgs model as well as SM
is the true fundamental theory. In fact, in Ref. [9], it is clearly demonstrated
that given the standard point of view that a well dened fundamental theory
underlying all the QFTs beset with various unphysical innities (esp. UV
divergence) there is a very natural and simple way to calculate radiative cor-
rections without incurring UV innities in these QFTs{a substitute for the
conventional renormalization program with more physical rationality and al-
most no mathematical absurdity. The main point there is to admit rst of
all that all the theories beset with UV divergence are in fact ill-defined low
energy effective theories for the sectors of the true underlying one. The so-
called triviality of a QFT is in fact equivalent to saying that this theory is
an effective one rather than a fundamental one. That theory is only valid
below a certain energy scale That can not be taken to UV innity. However,
dierent from the triviality literature, we hold that a so-called trivial theory
IS nontrivial and hence useful given that one works with physical parame-
ters (say, external momenta) below the dening energy scale. (For detailed
discussion, see Ref. [9].) So, a "trivial" theory is quite useful for physical
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purposes, just like any other theory (say, QCD) beset with UV innities.
It is interesting to reconsider the problem of mass bounds for Higgs modes
[1, 16] within our approach, disregarding our tentative resolution of the Higgs
puzzle for a while.
We could not resist the temptation to speculate on the physical signi-
cance of the seemingly isolated "free" sector A0. Since it could not eectively
interact with the other sectors of SM if we do not consider the possibility
of interaction through gravitation, it could not be "felt" by us and may be
taken as "nonexistent" at all. But what if it could be felt via gravitation?
Can we imagine that it can serve as candidate for resolving the dark matter
puzzle in cosmology? It seems deserving a try.
We just suggest a new way of looking at the Higgs puzzle. We feel further
investigations are worthwhile as our observations here concern many issues
associated with SM and the currently hot topics for SUSY and new physics.
In summary, we sketched a tentative resolution for the Higgs puzzle only
basing on the concepts of convexity and spontaneous symmetry breaking in
SM with a Higgs sector. It seems to have quite some nontrivial consequences
for particle physics.
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